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ABSTRACT 
 
Finnish privatly owned residential single-house renovations are forecasted to 
increase heavily in the following decades. A major part of single-houses have 
been built between 1940-1990, this are now in need of renovation. Even though 
the depth of repairs is increasing, companies that provide such renovation services 
to customers are not clearly addressing the main issues behind this situation. 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the connection between the market 
potential as well as the needs and challenges of the consumers. One target was to 
create a new service development-process model for business renovation services. 
Hence, the literature review combines service and business development 
processes into one process.  
The consumer study was applied in this research. The data was collected from 
private house owners by a web-questionnaire. The analysis and results of the 
answers supported the existing knowledge and status of the renovation market. 
Existing service concepts operate rather well, but those need to be developed to 
meet up with the consumer’s future requirements. The increasing competition in 
the renovation market will challenge companies to find out new ways to sustain 
their profitability and market shares in the future. 
According to the research, companies should know their customers more closely 
in the service business. Customers need to be taken in consideration with service 
development processes among company organisations. Companies need to offer 
more value for their customers; customers aren’t eager to pay any extra to get 
services. At the same time, companies must remember to create more profit for 
themselves. In addition, new service concepts must be designed in such way that 
customers understand the benefits and value of their own activities; the new value 
proposition needs to be displayed in a more attractive manner to the eyes of 
customers. Also, new developed service concepts need to be fitted in the existing 
company strategies, resources and skills; extra employee costs aren’t usually the 
solution for creating more value.  
Key words: Customer Familiarity, Market Analysis, Service Design, Shared 
Value, Service Innovation, Service Concept, Business Development 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This study is set out to explore the connection between customer intimacy, service 
and business development. The introduction part of this study points out the 
reason for the mentioned subject. The introduction also consists of a short status 
report about the business environment of the renovation industry in Finland. The 
main research question, sub-research questions, research objectives, limitations 
and scope are explained shortly for this study. Also, the research approach and the 
structure are explained in the introduction. 
1.1 Background 
The industry's share of Finland's total production has fallen by a fifth since 2008 
because of the global economic crisis. The Ernst & Youngs’s recent report (2013) 
estimates of Finnish industrial production to be dropped up to 4.6 percent in 2013. 
This is one of the largest drops in the euro area. (Talouselämä 2013.) As the gross 
domestic product (GDP) is formed from industrial and service industries, the 
future focus should be moved to services. This study is focused on services in the 
renovation segment. According to the stated before, the industry’s share is 
dropping. Furthermore, the service sector can be seen even more important for the 
Finnish economy because of the mentioned phenomenon. The service sector will 
play a key role when the new growth and future development are forecasted in the 
Finnish industry. 
The importance of services in the world’s economy, as in the Finnish economy, 
has continuously grown. Finland’s service businesses cover almost 70 percent of 
the GDP and the employment. According to the Ministry of Employment and 
Economy (TEM), nearly 1.8 million people were employed in the service business 
in 2011. (TEM 2013.) The service business also covers a significant and growing 
share of manufacturing industry. On the other hand, services have been 
industrialized; in particular, the digitalization has even accelerated this event. 
Developing service innovations, increasing productivity and internationalization 
of the economy, are the key points for the business and the political economy. 
Also, service innovation research is developing in Finland. This is, however, still 
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in its early stages. Opportunities for service innovations are large and these 
opportunities must be exploited more effectively. (Martikainen 2008.) 
Housing wealth will be one of the significant themes over the next decades; as 
new construction starts to decrease. Referring to Nordea, the Finnish home had an 
average price of approximately EUR 164 000. The Statistics Finland (SF) 
calculated the housing stock was 2 784 469 pieces, so the total residential property 
value is set to EUR 457 billion. (Kauppalehti 2011; SF 2013.) For most of people, 
the majority of household wealth is held in apartments and houses. Bigger and 
more expensive homes have even increased households' housing wealth value. 
(Finlands Bank 2008, Säylä 2008; Määttänen et al. 2010.) 
The building stock is aging rapidly, because the number of new building 
construction has been decreased. This phenomenon has risen after 2008 because 
of the global economic crisis. Banks have tightened when it comes to lending 
requirements for construction companies and private persons. (Handelsbanken 
2011.) In recent years, the construction backlog grew by nearly 2 percent per year. 
Renovation work has, however been modest, so much of the current rate of 
building repairs is reduced and the national politic targets will not be achieved. As 
indicated, more efforts should be focused on reconstruction of the building. This 
decade will eventually push the starts of renovation projects with a faster pace. 
(Roti 2009.) This was also one of the main reasons for this study. 
Weighted average age of the buildings floor area is still 30-35 years, due to the 
construction business strong growth in 1960-1970's. These buildings should be 
renovated to meet the functionality, comfort and energy efficiency in today’s 
requirements. The full-scale of plumbing, electricity, heating, ventilation, air-
conditioning, cooling (HVAC) and window renovation in a dwelling house can be 
easily summarized as tens of thousands of euros per house. (Lehtinen 2005.) The 
society and the citizens do not have such money, so new appropriate and cost-
effective renovation services need to be developed. For example, the applicable 
building codes can be seen too demanding in each renovation projects. Instead, 
the required level of the applicable codes might be adapted and optimized to the 
object properties. (Roti 2009.) 
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In 2005, the housing stock was, including all house types, about 2.6 million 
apartments. This amount included single-family homes at about 1.07 million, 
terraced houses at about 0.36 million and blocks of approximately 1.16 million 
(Figure 1-2). (Lehtinen et al. 2005.)  
 
Figure 1-2: Building stock in Finland 2005 divided by housing types and building 
year. (Lehtinen et al. 2005) 
As shown above, the need for the renovation of Finnish building stock is growing 
significantly in the coming years. A number of VTT studies show that the 
renovation will increase significantly over the next decades (Lehtinen et al. 2005; 
Paiho et al. 2009; Pajakkala 2010.) Therefore, the renovation business for a 
private single-family house was chosen for the research. This market segment was 
found to be interesting also, because the market shares are fragmented to small 
companies. On the other hand, the services of this kind of fragmented market offer 
a great potential to achieve significant and profitable growth for a new rival entry. 
New services are slowly developed for private house owners by large construction 
companies. According to the mentioned reasons, the study focuses only for the B-
to-C business. 
All industries in Finland are currently facing challenging times. The global 
economy shapes almost all market areas of different companies and industries. 
This globalization event should be executed in companies as well as executing 
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new business plans according to a risk management protocol. Large, global 
companies tend to put pressure on Finnish domestic market and competition. This 
is due to the tightening of global competition and the global economic downturn. 
Companies around Europe are also facing more competition in their old market 
areas, which forces them to seek new markets from Scandinavia and Finland. 
Traditional manufacturing companies across the construction business have 
increased their service offering to increase and stabilize their net sales and 
profitability. Partly, the failure or really slow-pace moving toward service 
businesses can be seen today in Finnish economy. Evidence of such events can be 
seen in the news, which is full of redundant reports or co-operation requests 
together with employees and employers.  
The economical purpose of this study is to look for solutions for companies to go 
faster and more efficiently towards their business services. Finnish economy 
needs to break the economic downturn by developing new business services, 
which can be even exported abroad.  
1.2 Research questions, objectives, scope and limitations 
The scope of this study is to find out the service development key points, which 
can be used to deliver new thinking and process development models for 
companies. The objective is to help companies, who plan to enter into business 
services, or who are developing their existing services. 
According to the recent statement, the main research question of this study is:  
 How customer intimacy, service and business development can be 
linked together? 
Sub-research questions are designed to find answers to the main research 
question. The three sub-research questions are listed below:  
 What is the renovation market potential for single-houses? 
o What kind of history and future demands can be seen in the 
selected construction areas? 
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o What renovation and customer segments are the most attractive 
now and in the future? 
 How should renovation service companies act with their customers? 
o What do house owners wish from their renovation project and 
service companies? 
o What issues do house owners appreciate in service situations? 
o What problems do house owners have faced with service 
companies? 
o What kind of service concept do customers want? 
 How could these services be developed in the future?  
o What kind of service concept would be more suitable for most 
customers? 
o Are there any new tools or concept possibilities to create extra 
value for customers and companies? 
The primary objectives of the study are: 
 To define market potential of single-house renovation businesses. 
 To define private single-house owners’ wishes, challenges and 
problems. 
 To plan, compete and execute renovation projects. 
 To study developmental possibilities for services. 
 To create a framework for service development process in accordance 
with the customers’ intimacy and business development. 
There are limitations for the study. The first limitation considers the type of 
renovation services, which are defined as single-house renovation services. The 
second limitation considers the geographical area of the research. It was 
challenging to contact a large group of private house-owners in Finland. The 
reason for this is because private house-owners can’t be contacted by a simple 
email questionnaire without knowing their email addresses. This study was 
granted permission from Finland’s private house-owners’ union (Suomen 
Omakotiliitto) to make a public questionnaire through their own email link. The 
questionnaire has been sent only to members of Lahden Seudun Omakotiyhdistys 
ry. This limited the amount of answers and the reliability of the research. 
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1.3 Knowledge base of the research 
There is an enormous amount of business literature, business and service 
development, different strategy approaches and customer oriented service studies. 
Also, the theory models or paradigms are well-explained by many journals and 
business articles. The challenge, in this study, was to find Finnish surveys of 
single-house renovation services.  
The researchers own knowledge and experiences of single-house renovation 
situations were the main reasons to search for more information about potential 
markets, customer needs and business development possibilities. The researcher 
has worked in a large Finnish company that builds & manufactures construction 
material; being the manager in sales and marketing positions.  
A challenge to this chosen research topic comes from fragmented renovation 
markets and a lack of studies in the single-house renovation services.   
The survey of the single-house renovation services in Finland was challenging. 
Most of the renovation service studies are focused on public or housing 
companies. Actually, the problems of public building renovations, e.g. budget 
accuracy, estimation cost accuracy, lack of working resources, time schedule 
accuracy, work quality and products are presented in the Finnish public topic and 
discussions. There are plenty of articles that have been published in the news, 
media and professional construction reviews. (Laitinen 2007) 
Even the renovation depth in single-houses is increasing, causing a lot of 
insurance compensations, the house owners don’t invest enough in renovation 
projects. The slow pace of the renovation project implementations by authorities 
has been astonishing. A much faster pace for renovation investments would be 
more suitable from a national and a political economy aspect. The situation of 
plumbing renovations can be visualized as follows: Insurance companies pay an 
annual 162 million euros of water damage compensation in Finland. This money 
is now used for patching holes and drying moisture structures. With the same 
amount of money, some 40 000 houses’ hot water pipes could be replaced. 
Ignorance and lack of understanding of the old metal pipings’ limited life cycle 
expectancy are the main reasons for the amount of growth caused by water 
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damage. (Ruohio 2013.) 
In simple matters, this phenomenon might have two reasons: At first, the surveys 
of single-house renovations should affect and convince citizens to maintain and 
renovate their real estate properties. The customers can’t see the real value of 
renovation of a real estate compared the need of the investments. The second, 
renovation service companies do not offer enough interesting service concepts for 
their customers. Companies can’t visualize the value for the customers and/or the 
customers don’t dare to choose the services offered by the companies. 
Renovation business reviews or surveys have been delivered mostly by VTT in 
Finland. VTT have made a market study analyses and surveys of new renovation 
methods for residential buildings (Lehtinen et al. 2005; Paiho et al. 2009; 
Pajakkala 2010). As it has been stated before, those studies are focused more on 
public or housing company owned high-rise buildings or apartments. Privately 
owned single-house renovation has a minor interest in public discussion or 
surveys. Lack of interest might also explain the fragmentation of renovation 
business services. 
As a summary, theoretical knowledge of business development, service design, 
customer value creation, strategic innovation, etc. has been studied extensively. 
But, there is a missing link in the theory of business service development to 
practice a base strategy approach in the Finnish single-house renovation services. 
This study aims to be a pilot study for this demand. 
1.4 Research approach  
This research is designed to combine business development and service 
development paradigms or models in order to structure a common process model 
for service development. The research approach and methods are explained in 
more detail below. 
The quantitative research method is chosen for this study due to the subjective 
nature of the research and lack of recognized studies. The research is divided in 
three phases, following the next research framework: 
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 Phase 1: Desk Research 
 Phase 2: Empirical Research 
 Phase 3: Findings & Recommendations 
Phase 1 of the study was a desk study with the following objectives: 
 To find out theoretical implications, paradigms and common models 
for service and business development processes. 
 To combine both service and business development as one process 
model. 
Phase 2 of the study was the empirical research with the following objectives: 
 To study of single-house renovation situation and demand in Finland.  
 To find out existing and future opportunities of the renovation service 
businesses in Finland. 
 To measure and evaluate the selected renovation market potentials. 
 To measure customers’ expectations and problems of house renovation 
services. 
 To assess existing service concepts and contacting methods from 
customers’ perspectives. 
 To analyze the needs for new service concepts reagarding renovation 
services. 
Phase 2 of the study is based on a web-questionnaire, which was delivered to 
members of Lahden Seudun Omakotiyhdistys ry by Suomen Omakotiliitto. The 
members received an email from their umbrella union, which proposed to answer 
the questionnaire in a defined time period.  
Quantitative data was analyzed to shape an overall picture and detailed results. 
The results are presented in the empirical research chapter, in a form, which can 
be published e.g. as an article of the Omakoti-magazine. The Omakoti-magazine 
is owned by Suomen Omakotiliitto; the umbrella union of Lahden Seudun 
Omakotiyhdistys ry. 
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Phase 3 of the study, the conclusion, was the final phase of the study. The chapter 
includes the following objectives: 
 To list findings and recommendations from the study 
 To create a framework for service development process in accordance with 
customer intimacy and business development 
 Recommendations for further studies 
The data collection for this study is divided into two parts: primary and secondary 
data. The primary data is gathered from the selected market segment. In this case, 
the segment was single-house owners in Finland. More spefically, they were 
members of Lahden Seudun omakotiyhdistys ry, which has almost 300 members 
in their union. The web-questionnaire was sent to those members, who had an 
email address in the unions’ databank by their umbrella union Suomen 
Omakotiliitto. The members had six days to answer 12 multiple choice and 
optional questions. The questionnaire was done anonymously as requested by 
Suomen Omakotiliitto. 
The web-questionnaire was prepared and created in accordance with the research 
objectives. The questionnaire was divided in three parts: 
 Additional survey for business renovation potential 
 Survey of consumers’ experiences and expectations of renovation service 
companies 
 Development survey for future service concepts 
This structure of the questionnaire is also following the service design process 
model of Tuulaniemi (2011). The consumer study is listed as the second process 
step in his universal model of service design process. 
The secondary data is collected during the desk research, before the actual web-
questionnaire research is done in the selected consumer segment. The researcher 
collected the secondary data from published material and official public websites.  
Other institutes’ published documents, like universities’ websites, were used for 
the research. The secondary data materials are gathered from books, internet, 
journals and newspapers. The search engine Google and Google Scholar were 
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utilized, Lahti University of Applied Science’s Nelli-portal database including 
electronic documents, books, reviews and journals. All these links and research 
documents are listed in the references after the conclusions. 
1.5 Structure of the research report 
This research report follows the basic structure of Lahti University of Applied 
Sciences final thesis template. The template has four chapters in addition to this 
introduction. The introduction chapter has been designed to create an interesting 
research framework from a practical business area.  
In the second chapter, the theoretical framework of the study is introduced. The 
literature review forms an overall picture of chosen theoretical background for the 
research. The most recognized theory models and paradigms have been chosen to 
meet up to the sub-research questions, objectives and scope. The chapter also 
includes a summary of the literature review.  
The research context and methods are explained in chapter three. The chapter 
evaluates the chosen approach method, explaining the gathered data, assessing the 
validity of the research and visualizes the design and structure of the research. 
The empirical research is captured in the fourth chapter. The chapter introduces 
the description of the research web-questionnaire, answers from the respondents, 
results and analyses of the research. Finally, the chapter includes a summary of 
the findings and the consumer survey recommendations. 
The fifth chapter, conclusions; includes findings of the research and the study, 
recommendations for the renovation service companies. The final summarizes the 
literature and the research, proposals for a new development process model and 
the recommendations for further studies. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This literature review is designed according with the research questions and 
objectives. The list of theoretical framework can be seen as a development process 
flow from start to end. Another way of visualizing the process is a circle, which 
continuously rotates for business developing purposes. 
2.1 Market analysis 
The competitiveness of companies is essential so that services meet the customers' 
expectations (Grönroos 1996, 17-18). The best way to get the information about 
the customers' wishes and expectations is to determine those from customers 
themselves. Collecting customer feedback and customer service integration in the 
development process has never been as easy as it is today. Currently, there are 
different kinds of contact surfaces, which did not even exist 15-20 years ago. For 
example, there are internet enabled e-mail, website, social media, blogs or mobile 
telephone to collect images, text and videos. 
According to Vuokko (1997), the market analysis can be seen as a starting point 
and “the end point” for a marketing process (Vuokko 1997, 12). The business 
development should be based on identifying the external information: customers, 
competitors, distribution channels, authorities and the impact of the network 
channels (NetMBA 2013). The market analysis is a basic tool for a company, 
which needs to draw up a strategy for the selected market or customers. Even, 
many companies want to jump over it for cost reasons, by doing so; it could lead 
to major investment failures. A successful market analysis can speed up the access 
to a profitable business. (Finsve 2013.) 
According to Aaker (2010), it is important to determine the market size, structure 
and future trends. This will help the company to understand the selected or desired 
market in general with reflections of the companies’ expectations and objectives. 
If the market is reducing or trends appear to be unfavorable from business targets, 
there must be good reasons before any investment is placed in the selected 
business segment. In the positive scenario, business plans need to be executed 
quickly. (Finsve 2013.) Future trends are even more important than the current 
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state of the market and it often solves the business development decision. This is 
the most difficult part of the market analysis, because no one knows, what can be 
expected from the future. It is also important that the market analyses include 
accurate and objective conclusions and those are also applied to business plans. 
The company's management commitment and involvement in the conclusions has 
a very important role inside the working strategy. 
The market analysis should determine the structure of the market; the survey 
should cover the following issues: the customers and their decision processes, the 
market concentration, the necessary auxiliary services, distribution of the different 
sectors of the market (Finsve 2013). For example, in the construction industry, it 
is important to know who will do the final buying decision; a designer, a 
consultant, a contractor, an architect or a builder. Knowing the structure of the 
market is the most important aspect in order to assess a company’s own ability to 
act according to market conditions and be able to invest in the right things. 
Sometimes, a company management can consciously choose the opposite strategy 
compared to a market analysis, by using it as a competitive advantage compared 
to rivals.  
2.2 Definition and services demand 
Services can be classified as consumer services or business services. In consumer 
services, companies sell directly to consumers. According to Grönroos (2000), the 
services have three basic features: services are processes, services are produced 
and used simultaneously, and a customer takes part in the production service 
process (Grönroos 2000, 81). 
Distribution of products and services is not always sufficient and should be 
separated from tangible products, intangible products and services. Intangible 
products have the same characteristics as the tangible products and are not to be 
confused with the services. Intangible products, the production and consumption 
can be separated, they can be stored, they can be connected to the ownership and 
they can be traded. Services in contrast, are there alone, without a provider and a 
consumer. Classifications explain the diversity of the difficulty to perceive and 
process services. 
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Service and manufacturing companies throughout the business need support 
services. When a business is becoming more complex and globalized, a intensive-
knowledge business services KIBS (Knowledge-based Business Services) are 
becoming increasingly important for business operations. The importance of 
services has increased worldwide. The increasing innovation speed and 
competition have resulted in the need to acquire global innovation know-how. 
This has created a global demand in innovation and intensive-knowledge services. 
Services will play a continuous increasing share of economys’ international trade 
in the future. (Martikainen 2013.) 
Global market forces and the existing economical turndown have pressed 
manufacturing companies to engage development service processes in the last 
decade. The profit requirement from shareholders has been increasingly 
pressuring companies to examine the service potential when it comes to providing 
profit requirements. Services have been traditionally seen as productive assets 
among trade. Services have been seen as a "free gift" role in corporate business. 
They are often offered to the customers without compensation for boosting the 
actual product trade. The services can also be seen as extra items for trades, which 
is only a disadvantage for the business. 
In addition, the share of services in employment and GDP in Finland is more than 
70 percent. One could say, we live in a service society and well-being is 
dependent on the productivity of services. Private and public sector services have 
been moved to service innovations. Our well-being and future growth survival 
will depend on the ability to give more input towards innovation services. (TEM 
2013.) 
2.3 Customer Orientation and Customer Familiarity 
A customer-oriented company places customer satisfaction at the core of each of 
its business decisions. Customer orientation is defined as an approach to sales and 
customer-relations organizations. A well-focused customer orientation is built to 
meet customers’ long-term needs and desires. In this business model, management 
and employees align their individual and team objectives around satisfying and 
retaining customers. This is a contrast to sales orientation, which is a strategic 
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approach where the needs and desires of the firm or salesperson are valued over 
the customer. (Cross 2013.) 
Customer familiarity can be seen as a relationship with customers, making them 
feel like it is a partnership with a supplier, rather than a mere business 
arrangement. Companies accomplish this through communication, which are 
tailored to the needs of the customer and also marketing campaigns that create a 
sense of connection with the company and its products. Companies that are 
focusing on customer familiarity want to reach their customers as individuals, 
rather than a generic user base. In customer familiarity, companies usually keep 
the lines of communication open up. They have hotlines and other services for 
instant contact and they may offer services beyond basic customer needs. 
Customers can have easy access to more benefits and connections to the 
company’s operations and they have a possibility to influence their own service. 
(McMahon 2013.) 
Today, social media allows companies to interact directly with customers to 
promote customer familiarity. This may engage new activities like responding to 
public reviews of their products, wether they are good or bad. Companies can also 
organize different events throughout the social media: contests, feedback lines and 
online chats for customers to connect with each other. Social media is a new 
possibility for companies, but it can also have negative impacts for businesses if a 
company is not capable of dealing with it. According to that phenomenon, many 
companies have recruited a social media specialist, who can help or advise an 
appropriate social media strategy for the company’s needs. (McMahon 2013.) 
The main goal of the customer familiarity is to build a loyal client relationship. 
The consumer will select the company's products and services, when possible, 
along with the company's business partners. Customers may also talk about their 
loyalty to the company with friends and family. This may attract new customers 
through the customer reviews of the company and what they offer. This can allow 
a company to build up an even stronger customer database. (McMahon 2013.) 
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2.4 Service design and process 
The social importance of services has grown constantly. Their share of GDP is 
now more than two-thirds. The systematic product development and research has 
growth in companies. Meanwhile, the design field has expanded from product 
development, to other business areas such as business development and strategy 
development. However, the systematic development of services has only been in a 
minor status. The knowledge of the consumer and user-centered design has been 
left aside from the business development main stream. Hence, for this situation, 
the service design has been developed to meet the need of today’s customer 
centered business requirements. (Martikainen 2008) 
Service design can be described as a design that reaches people through various 
touch points. Process-like nature of services includes a temporal service path with 
a number of different service sessions and contact points. The service path of a 
customer is influenced by the designed service process, as well as the customer's 
own choices. Each of the service touch points is built from a serie or a series of 
partial services, which together form the customer value. Individual episodes are 
called: service moments. Each service moment is formed from a variety of contact 
points. The individual contact points are the points, through which customers can 
experience a service. Contact points may be a space, objects, processes, and 
people. (www.servicedesign.fi.) 
The service design means: innovation in services, development and planning 
through design methods. The service design is a key objective of the service 
experience user-centered design, in such a way; the service meets the needs of 
users and the service provider's business objectives. Customer service experiences 
are the building blocks for service touch points, service moments and the service 
string (Wikipedia, 2013). Service design has a meaning to innovation, design and 
development using traditional development design methods. In adition, service 
design makes it possible to find customers' hidden needs and desires. 
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Table 2-1: Service Design vs. Product Design (Lopez-Ona 2011) 
 
 
People often produce the services. In service design, these people fall into two 
different user groups: customers and customer’s servants. Service is formed from 
complex interactive choreography between those two groups. The customer can 
be seen in the center of a service delivery process. Services are aimed to provide 
even more customer-oriented and tailor-made offers so the consumers and the 
customers are nowadays connected more closely to the services’ production. 
Customer interface is where the service provider and the consumer face are; 
therefore, it is an important service innovation area. (Wikipedia 2013.) 
Traditionally, the design is focused on a single physical product and the user's 
relationship. In service design, the user goes through multiple touch points, where 
the service is perceived, sensed and seen. According to Saffer (2007), the touch 
points can be divided into four categories: facilities, objects, processes and people.  
Facilities are the places where a service is visible to the customer and a service 
takes place. Facilities communicate to the consumer about what is it possible to do 
and it also contributes to human behavior. Companies should especially pay 
attention to all the contact points, which are noticeable to human senses, these 
might have great importance for the customer service experience. 
Objects, such as a restaurant menu or a self-service machine are intended to create 
interaction between the service provider and the customer. Service design objects 
can also be a service to the production of the necessary items that are only used 
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for the staff, but are still visible to the customer and have the impact on service 
experience. 
Processes define the service model of production. All service processes and 
routines can be set to the smallest detail. The production of services can be 
changed and developed in a daily basis. 
The service design process is a creative problem-solving process that follows 
defined principals. The nature of process development is unique, causing 
difficulties to define it only in one specific model. But still, this unique feature of 
service design process needs to be simplified to understand the rough meaning of 
it. Tuulaniemi (2011) visualizes a common model for service design processes 
(Tuulaniemi 2011, 126-128): 
 Define the problem 
 Study the service development area 
 Evaluate new ideas and improve concept possibilities  
 Test and develop the new concept with customers 
 Assess the development process and market results 
Service-oriented business development requires a long-term and goal-oriented 
work from a company. It is often the corporate culture and the change in the 
process level that typically takes years to accomplish succesfully. However, this 
work is worthwhile because it allows creating a superior competitive advantage. 
This relative advantage compared to rivals is one of the most difficult or even 
impossible to copy. Service development requires a systematic approach to ensure 
that all-important aspects are covered during this process. The service 
development process needs to be documented carefully and systematically to 
enable editing afterwards; when the market or customer behavior changes rapidly. 
As a summary, service design is more than designing services. Service design is a 
way of working towards developing services, which is the starting point for 
consumer services. Service design values the creation process, which should be 
combined with the value of the business process. Service design broadens the 
offering of the company's service portfolio. Accordingly, the customer is a tool, 
not just a business; but still a part of the planning targets. By understanding the 
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customer’s role, the service design formation will have a strong starting point for 
the development of a new service. 
2.5 Service innovation 
In today's marketing and particularly in the development of innovative service 
concepts; both require consumer activation. This is very important, not only for a 
customer-oriented service, but because the customers can be a great source of new 
ideas. Consumer understanding is necessary to go deeper into the common 
customer queries. According to understanding, companies can design and evaluate 
new service innovations to meet up with customer-value processes. (Hämäläinen 
et al. 2009.) 
According to Hertog (2000), the service innovation has four dimensions (see 
figure 2-1); the service concept, the client interface, the service delivery system 
and technical options. These definitions can be used to challenge existing service 
processes while a company starts to develop new services for their customers. 
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Figure 2-1: Service innovation dimensions by Hertog (2000) 
Customer interface is where the service provider and the consumer create an 
important service innovation area. The interface moments can be a major 
innovation field for service companies. This should be managed systematically 
and should be challenging for existing customer service models. Constant 
development, especially service innovation, can be created only with systematic 
and documented customer interface. (Melkas 2013.) 
The service delivery system can be related to the linkage between the service 
provider and its client; since delivery does involve an interaction across this 
interface. Much of innovation concerns the electronic delivery of services, but 
also, for instance, transport and packaging innovations. An emerging concept of 
system delivery is the idea of taking a product approach to service innovation. 
(Goldstein et al. 2002.) A product approach is a standardized and industrialized 
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environment for more effective service innovation, development and operations 
for the Internet era. 
Technological options can resemble of a process innovation in manufacturing 
sectors. New information technology is especially important to services, since it 
allows for greater efficiency and effectiveness in the information process. This 
phenomenon has increased in the service sectors. Physical products accompanying 
services like customer loyalty cards and a wide range of devices for 
communication services are also seen quite often. 
As a summary of service innovation, companies need to remember to keep up the 
customers' attention in the service by offering interesting service innovations. 
These service innovations need to provide consumers with an easy way to get a 
reliable service to meet up their needs. 
2.6 Service Profit Chain 
As service innovation was divided in four different dimensions, the idea of a new 
innovation needs to be evaluated. The service innovation itself can’t create 
success without being delivered with a profitable and a more effective way to 
market it. The evaluations of new process models or service innovations need to 
be assessed according to internal and external factors. The new service concept 
can be evaluated as a tool, which is presented below. 
Hessket et al. (1994) – Some analized service organizations that were consistently 
more profitable and prosperous than their competitors. They determined 
differences and delivered a simple model on “how to success in business”. They 
created a concept known as the Service Profit Chain (SPC). The concept is 
determined as a: Unified field theory for service organizations. The SPC is 
creating a new internal and external perspective view for companies’ services. 
The SPC explains the connection between Internal and External, Service Delivery 
and Perception of Value, Employee Loyalty and Client Loyalty. All mentioned 
factors in the chain flow going both directions: Service Value creates Client 
Satisfaction, while at the same time Client Satisfaction increases Service Value. 
(Hessket 1994) 
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Figure 2-2: Service Profit Chain by Hessket et al. (1994) 
Services and the new service concepts in the market are generally seen as one of 
the most potential ways to strengthen the competitiveness of manufacturing 
companies in the global market. However, only a few production companies have 
managed to develop services, which have generated a significant number of new 
businesses. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that customers aren’t eager 
to pay for this kind of renovation service. The industry has traditionally provided 
services to them without compensation. Customers are also trying to avoid ending 
in a situation, where they are strongly dependent on a single service provider. 
Customer service experience should be designed in a user-friendly way, where the 
service meets the needs of users as well as the service provider's business 
objectives. The definition of design includes product orientation, comprehensive 
experience, processes and design systems. The method is applied successfully in 
the business as well as in social developmental services. (Aalto University 2013.) 
A well-designed value proposition to customers is essential for the service 
provider. This will create an atmosphere, where customers can see and feel the 
well-designed offer from the service provider that could potentially bring a 
solution to the customer’s problem.    
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2.7 Creating shared value 
Creating value is essential for a company to show how they offer something of 
extra value to solve customers’ problems. A change from the product approach 
into a customer-oriented approach requires understanding of what it is 
experienced by the customer value and how can it be created. In product-oriented 
thinking, the value of product-related functionality can be seen as: the value of the 
product and the customer "gets" starts to form when goods are exchanged or 
services are affected. The value of the service is measured by comparing the 
quality of the service and the price to be paid: the price-quality ratio can be seen 
here as a measure. This way of thinking will be challenged when a company 
begins to consider the customer's perceived value and its creation. (Arantola et al. 
2009.) 
Each company has different backgrounds for assessing their resources, capability 
and strategy, so the value chain differs between companies. This will lead to an 
issue, which usually is forgotten, when value creating is the fundamental topic: 
Companies should not search for answers like, how to act or what is it essential in 
the value chain. The value creating issue needs to be solved by looking deep 
enough into the company’s structure and capabilities. The answer lies in the 
company’s own value chain.   
The modern version of value creation was introduced by Porter and Kramer 
(2006). The center in CSV (Creating Shared Value) is company’s competitiveness 
and the health of the communities around it. According to the definition, 
companies can create shared-value opportunities in three ways: 
 Reconceiving products and markets – Companies can meet social needs 
while better serving existing markets, accessing new ones, or lowering 
costs through innovation 
 Redefining productivity in the value chain – Companies can improve the 
quality, quantity, cost and reliability of inputs and distribution, while they 
simultaneously act as a steward for essential natural resources and drive 
economic and social development 
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 Enabling local cluster development – Companies do not operate in 
isolation from their surroundings. To compete and thrive, for example, 
they need reliable local suppliers, a functioning infrastructure of roads and 
telecommunications, access to talent, and an effective and predictable legal 
system (Porter et al. 2011.) 
2.8 Brand positioning 
The positioning concept was first introduced by Trout (1969), and then 
popularized by McGraw-Hill (1981). The target market and consumers always 
have some kind of perception about a particular company. They are trying to 
compare competitors to each other in the same industry category. The product or 
service might be the same or similar between competitors, but consumers’ 
perceptions of service providers can be positively influenced by the brand 
positioning. (Wikipedia 2013.) 
The definition of brand positioning can be visualized as: identifying your 
company’s SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) and trying to 
squeeze it into the market as a brand, product or service utilizing traditional 
marketing e.g. 4P-strategy (product, place, price, promotion). Positioning can also 
be seen as a process, which is what a marketer attempts when creating an 
impression in the customer's mind. (Brooksbank 1994). According to Grönroos 
(2000), the service brand can be based by the customer’s involment in the 
development process (Grönroos 2000, 377). 
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Figure 2-3: Positioning by Brooksbank (1994) 
Effective brand positioning process is built by identifying a company’s and a 
brand's uniqueness, differentiation and verifiable value. After the company has 
identified those features, then the customer communication needs to be managed. 
If and when, a company really has unique features, it should focus on those and 
share them with their customers; even if the features look and sound too simple. 
This is very important for new customers and companies, who are new in the 
market. The figure 2-3 shows how a company starts from SWOT, selecting 
horizontal customers and competitors from the market. Then, a company defines 
its’ competitive advantage features and clothes them in a form of 4P. This is a 
simple but effective way to visualize the brand positioning process. 
2.8.1 SWOT analysis 
SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) developed 
by Humphrey (1960-1970’s), it is used when drawing up a business strategy, as 
well as problem learning or problem identification, assessment and development. 
It is a useful and simple tool for the company's operations, projects and project 
planning. SWOT analysis may be applied or assessed to any of the company's 
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operations: for example, a competitiveness of a product or a service, or a 
competitor's operations and competitiveness. In SWOT analysis, internal 
strengths, internal weaknesses, external opportunities and external threats are 
listed. 
SWOT analysis is described by two dimensions in a four-field chart (figure 2-4). 
The left half of the chart describes the positive and the right side describes the 
negative factors. The lower half of the chart describes the organization's external 
issues and the internal issues are described at the middle half. 
 
Figure 2-4: SWOT chart by Knowledge Sharing Toolkit (2013) 
2.8.2 Competitor analysis 
As figure 2-3 pointed out, a company needs to select its competitors. The 
competitor analysis is a strategic management tool to assess competitors’ SWOT. 
The main reason to analyze competitors is to develop a better understanding of 
their resources and capabilities. Porter (1980) has defined a competitor analysis 
framework that focused on four key aspects: competitor's objectives, competitor's 
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assumptions, competitor's strategy, and competitor's resources and capabilities. 
(Porter 1980) These aspects are of critical knowledge for existing and new 
competitors. 
Porter’s framework focuses on two aspects: drivers and competitors capabilities. 
Both are also divided in two parts: objectives and assumptions drivers and 
strategies and resources capabilities. By analyzing the selected competitors, a 
company can built its future knowledge and allow making strategic decisions and 
action plans against the competitors. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Competitor analyze model of Porter (1980) 
2.8.3 Customer segmentation 
While, a company is selecting competitors and analyzing them, the same needs to 
be achieved in relation to customers. This is called customer segmentation; a 
marketing strategy is divided to target a market subgroup of consumers according 
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to their needs, as well as the company’s need to be implement strategies in order 
to meet up with those needs.  
New products and service processes can be developed by segmentation. The 
offering can be designed according to pricing and customer service levels 
(Storbacka et al. 1999, 39.) 
There are many ways to segment customers. It can be achieved by following 
different criterias, such as: gender, sex, geography, buying behavior, season, etc. 
(Wikipedia 2013). The segmentation needs to match up with the company’s 
targets, objectives, resources, strategies and capabilities. The main question that 
can be poured in this equation is: to whom is a company is selling services and 
what are the services? These are very important question for new companies 
entering the market. The well-formed SWOT-analysis should direct a company to 
choose the right possible customers, as it should also help to choose obvious 
competitors.  
Customer segmentation can also save the company unnecesary expenses later on 
when a new product or service is launched. By making mistakes in the customer 
segmentation, a company may produce a relatively inefficient marketing strategy 
by focusing on the wrong or too large customer segments. This will create poor 
marketing campaign results and failing in market launches. 
2.8.4 Competitive advantage 
Competitive strategy model, according to Porter (1980), provides a rich 
framework that reveals significant differences between companies. It also explains 
how companies can find their own particular position, competitive advantage and 
successful operating strategy. (Porter 1985.) 
A company's position within its industry determines the company’s profitability in 
a term of and average industry. In other words, a company can reach a sustainable 
competitive advantage, if it can create more profit than the average part of the 
industry’s competitors in the long run. According to Porter (1980), the 
competitive advantage can be divided into two basic types: low cost or 
differentiation strategies. Combining two basic types of competitive advantages, 
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leads to the third strategy; focus. Thus, the three generic strategies, introduced by 
Porter, are cost leadership, differentiation and focus. Finally, the focus strategy 
can be divided into two parts: cost focus and differentiation focus, leading the 
model to one extra strategy possibility. Porter’s four generic strategies will be 
shortly explained below. (Porter 1985.) 
In cost leadership, a company has decided to be or to become the low cost 
producer in its industry. The cost advantage is shaped and varies in different 
operation factors e.g. scale economies, unique technology, more efficient use of 
raw material and other factors. A company can achieve cost leadership by 
exploiting all sources, which can affect the end price of a product or service. 
In a differentiation strategy, a company tries to create a unique customer valued 
offer. This type of approach needs knowledge about the customers’ needs and 
requirements. This strategy can reward a company with premium customer price. 
Customers are willing to pay premium prices, if the offer includes important 
values to them.     
In the cost focus strategy, a company tries to find cost advantage in the selected 
customer segment. The cost focus strategy rests inside the differences between the 
customer segment behaviors. A cost focus company shapes its’ offering solutions 
to a narrow customer segment with a highly competitive price level.  
In the differentiation focus, a company’s target segments may have unusual needs 
or special requirements than most of the customers in the industry. Also, the 
company’s production or delivery process of products or services can differ from 
the competitors in the business sector line. 
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Figure 2-5.  Competitive advantage strategies by Porter (1980).  
2.9 Value chain 
The chosen strategy model from competitive advantage scenarios needs to be 
assessed against the company’s value chain. The link between the competitive 
advantage model and the value chain is one of the main critical success factors 
when it comes to estimating new requirements and resources inside business 
development. New organizations can be developed during this evaluation process 
for future requirements.  
Porter develops the value chain model in 1985. In this model, primary activities 
and support activities are separated in their own groups. Primary activities are 
formed by the actual material flow of a company, while support activities are 
integrated in a primary activities flow. Those activities are separated as functional 
borderlines, which are visualized in a figure 2-6.   
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Figure 2-6: Porter’s value chain model (Porter 1985) 
The aim of the value chain is to be as simple as possible. Every activity that is 
creating unnecessary costs should be removed or at least minimized from the 
model. All unnecessary steps can be seen as creating non-value activities to the 
customer. The value chain can be used to improve the efficiency of the company’s 
processes or cut the costs to maximize profits. As known, coordination and 
communication between those company’s internal activities can create extra costs, 
which can be defined as non-value steps to the customer.  
2.10 Porter’s Five Forces 
Porter’s five forces analysis determines the intensity of competition and attraction 
of a selected market or business area. Attractiveness is an important issue, when a 
company searches new business opportunities and markets to enter with new 
products or services. These five forces include three forces from external sources: 
the threat of substitute products or services, the threat of established rivals and the 
threat of new entrants. Moreover, there are two forces from internal sources: the 
bargaining power of suppliers and the bargaining power of customers.  (Porter 
2008.) 
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Figure 2-7: Porter’s Five Forces visualized by Karagiannopoulos (2005)  
According to Porter (2008), those forces are affecting a company’s ability to make 
a profit while serving their customers. A change in any of the forces might give an 
opportunity or make the competition even harder to a company. Companies 
should apply their core competencies to protect themselves against at any change 
in business environment. The main focus with these five forces is security; the 
company is able to compete against competitors with profitable business 
operations. By applying unique business models, a company can manage to secure 
their profit above the Industry average level. Those five forces are discussed 
below. 
The threat of new entrants creates problems when industry markets are profitable 
and form attraction to new companies. Simultaneously, new entrants contribute to 
the industry profitable margins. New service or product manufacturers will 
compete for the same customers, which will lead eventually to lower profitability. 
New entrants should be blocked with e.g. immaterial product rights (IPR), patents 
and other agreements with subcontractors. This is only possible in the product 
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manufacturing industry. In services, the situation is more complex since e.g. 
product rights are not valid in services. Trademarks and disclosure agreements 
with employees can be used to prevent the unwanted flow of information to other 
companies or competitors. 
The threat of substitute products or services can be considered as a customer’s 
behavior against company’s offer vs. other companies in the market. Here, 
competitors can’t be seen as a problem, because competitors are offering similar 
products or services in the same industry. A customer can choose from different 
industry products or services.  
The bargaining power of customers is the customer’s ability to choose from 
different offers. If customers are price-oriented, they can put a company under 
pressure by requiring the same price that competitors are offering. One solution 
for a company is to create loyalty programs or different discount programs to keep 
up with the customers and reducing the customers’ bargaining power. 
In the bargaining power of suppliers; the supplier has got a better offer from a 
competitor and refuses to work or deliver resources with any additional prices. To 
prevent this from happening, a company should focus on agreements and delivery 
terms to ensure cooperation with the suppliers. 
The intensity of competitive rivalry has a major effect on the industry’s 
competitiveness. This force can allow companies’ profits to go below the 
industry’s average in a short period of time. Companies should be aware of new 
rivals and constantly follow their own turnover or profitability to react as soon as 
possible to a competitive rivalry. Due to this, a company should focus on 
balancing all those five forces while any of those is changing.    
2.11 Summary of literature 
The literature review was designed to support research questions. The first sub-
research question was “What is the renovation potential for single-houses? As 
findings from the market analysis literature showed, it is important to determine 
the market size, structure and future trends. The market analysis should cover 
history, existing and future demand for selected business potentials and customer 
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segments. Also, it is important that the market analysis includes accurate and 
objective conclusions and those are also applied to the business environment. 
After the market analysis, the company should focus on their customer segments, 
market potentials and accurate target for business proposition.  
The second sub-research question: How should companies act with their 
customers? The findings from the demand and services definitions explain that 
when a business is becoming more complex and globalized, knowledge-intensive 
business services (KIBS) are becoming increasingly important for business 
operations. The customer intimacy can be seen as a relationship with customers to 
make them feel like they are in a partnership with a supplier. Companies that are 
focusing on customer intimacy want to reach their customers as individuals, rather 
than a generic user base. Service design is often a built-in feature in the corporate 
culture. The design process work is worthwhile because, it allows creating a 
superior competitive advantage relative to competitors in a way that is very 
difficult or even impossible to copy. By connecting a customer-oriented service 
deep in a development process, the result of an innovation can be lifted to the next 
level. In today's marketing development, the innovative service concepts requires 
consumer activation because, the customers can be a great source of new ideas. 
As, the service innovation was defined as a “new value proposition”; it also 
challenges the existing company organization and management to rethink about 
their services. After the decision for new or better services is taken, then the 
company needs to start thinking… “How can it be achieved?” 
The third sub-research question was: How can services be developed in the 
future? At first a company should analyze their service profit chain and try to 
simplify it as much as possible. The new service concept can be developed with 
the help of new technologies. The customer service concept should be designed in 
a user-friendly way, where the service meets the user needs and the service 
provider's business objectives. By doing so, value proposition can be appealing 
from the customers’ and companys’ viewpoint; this will create the center of CSV. 
The brand positioning is an essential management decision. This decision creates 
a basis for a development process and what is its desirable result. The brand 
positioning process can be visualized by SWOT, competitor analysis, customer 
segmentation and competitive advantage ending up 4Ps. After the internal 
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development process, the internal value chain can be reconstructed to meet up 
with the desired outcome. Finally, the result of the process can be reflected to 
Porter’s Five Forces model.  
The literature review is very significant for understanding the main research 
question: How can customer intimacy help to develop the renovation service 
business? The literature review was organized as a process-flow model from start 
to end. As mentioned before, it can be seen as a circle, which rotates and creates a 
continuous business development process. According to the studied theories and 
models, the main difference between service and product development processes 
was the customer involment during the development project. In service 
development, the customer needs to be seen as a key player, who needs to be 
linked in the center of the development process. This phenomenon also helped to 
design the research towards a consumer survey instead of renovation interviews of 
companies or academic people. 
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3 RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHODS 
The research context and methods chapter includes the evaluation of different 
research approaches, the explanation of data gathering methods and the empirical 
research design and structure. This empirical research is designed in accordance 
with the sub-research questions and objectives.  
3.1 Evaluations of different approaches 
In this chapter, the quantitative and qualitative research methods are shortly 
explained in order to support the selected approach. The research approach is 
focused on the main research question: How can customer intimacy help to 
develop the renovation service business? Also, the sub-research questions and 
objectives are linked to research methods.  
Although, a good qualitative study can help us to understand essential issues from 
a research area, this wasn’t seen as a suitable method for this study. In this study, 
the qualitative method would have had a good additional aspect to the research 
validation. The method was not chosen because of the lack of suitable or 
sufficient professionals in the single-house renovation industry. As mentioned 
before, the single-house renovation industry is fragmented and the market is 
covered with a large amount of companies. The market shares of small enterprises 
divide the industry’s turnover. The unique feature and lack of studies forced the 
researcher to make a decision to not use the qualitative method for the study. 
Possible respondents or different professionals could not give any new insight or 
perspective without a good and wide quantitative customer survey, which was 
impossible to find. 
For this study, the quantitative methodology was chosen. The web-questionnaire 
was pointed out to consumers to support a market analysis of single-house 
renovation. The quantitative method was chosen to establish statistical reliability 
for the study. The process of quantitative methodology utilizes detailed questions 
for selected market while it is distributed to large amount of people. The 
questionnaire collects many data, which can be sorted in groups and compared 
between different questions and answers.  
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By using the quantitative method, the result of the research is forming an overall 
picture of customers’ experiences, expectations, and needs; as well as the 
development areas of single-house renovation service business. This amount of 
knowledge would not be possible to gather by using the discussion between the 
researcher and the consumers in a reasonable timetable.   
A quantitative research method refers to a research, where a precise and calculated 
statistical method is used. The term is generally used for the human sciences, such 
as social sciences and education context, but it can also mean the natural scientific 
research. In a quantitative study, the researcher aims to collect material for an 
empirical observation. The target would be to create universal generalizations 
from collected observational data. The quantitative study of observation data 
collection methods may include an interview or letter request. The collection 
method in this study was a web-questionnaire. The quantitative research method is 
suitable for large groups of exploratory studies. The system does not provide 
comprehensive information on individual cases. As the qualitative research 
develops hypotheses according to few individual cases, these hypotheses are 
proven correct or incorrect by quantitative research methods. (Wikipedia 2013.) In 
this study, hypotheses were not used. Also, the quantitative research is often used 
in statistical models, which is not the case in the study. 
3.2 Methods for gathering data 
Data collection for this study is divided into two parts: primary and secondary 
data. The primary data is gathered from the selected market segment. In this case, 
the segment was single-house owners in Finland. In detail, they were members of 
Lahden Seudun omakotiyhdistys ry, which has almost 300 members in their 
union. The web-questionnaire was sent to those members who had an email 
address in the union databank by their umbrella union Suomen Omakotiliitto. The 
members had six days to answer to 12 multiple choice and optional questions. The 
questionnaire was done anonymously by request from Suomen Omakotiliitto. 
The web-questionnaire was prepared and created in accordance with the research 
objectives. The questionnaire was divided in three parts: 
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 Additional survey for renovation business potential 
 Survey of consumers’ experiences and expectations of renovation service 
companies 
 Development survey for future service concepts 
This structure of the questionnaire is also following the service design process 
model of Tuulaniemi (2011). The consumer study is listed as the second process 
step in his universal model of service design process, which was listed in 2.4 
service design and process. 
3.3 The empirical research design and structure 
The empirical research was done by web-questionnaire among the members of 
Lahden Seudun omakotiyhdistys. The survey’s Internet link was sent to 163 
members and they had less than a week to answer the survey. 44 people answered 
the survey, creating a total result of 27%. Furthermore, this consumer survey 
should be seen as a pilot study for the chosen research objectives. 
The survey was designed to follow the structure of sub-research questions and to 
create an understanding for the main research question. The answers of the survey 
were reflected in the sub-research questions and objectives. The survey questions 
were structured according to the sub-research questions as follows: questions 1-5 
estimated answer for the renovation market situation, questions 6-10 estimated 
answers for consumers’ experiences and expectations of service renovation 
providers, questions 11-12 (optional questions) estimated new development areas 
in renovation services. 
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4 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 
The empirical research chapter includes answers and analyses of the web-
questionnaire (see appendix 2). The consumer survey answers were grouped 
mainly to simplify the analyzing and reporting. The questionnaire is followed 
through in the same way as the questions were presented. The first ten questions 
were mandatory and last two questions were optional. The first five questions 
were analyzed according to the market potential of renovation segments; the next 
five questions were analyzed according to the consumer’s expectations and 
experiences with service providers and the last two with the respondents’ 
development proposals for new service concepts. Finally, the results, findings and 
recommendations are presented in the analysis. 
4.1 Analyzing and grouping the respondents 
At first, the respondents (44 pcs) were grouped according to the decades when 
their houses were built. The figure shows the respondants deviation between 
different decades and amount of houses.  
 
 
Figure 4-1: Number of respondents according to the decades when their houses 
were built.  
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Typical maintenance or repairing periods can be estimated according to an 
average life time cycle of mechanical construction parts or machines. According 
to the table 4-2, a house age between 20 - 60 years should have been renovated. 
The limitation factors were as follows: The houses that have been built between 
1900-1939, (2 pcs), are most probably built in a different way than the newer 
houses. Usually very old houses have unique and traditional renovation methods, 
which are not similar or parallel with the new ones. Also, rather new houses don’t 
have any needs for renovation as the answers pointed out in this survey. The 
houses that were built between1992-2012 (9 pcs) should not have any significant 
renovation needs. Without taking those two groups into account, the analysis and 
results of the survey create more valid data. 
Table 4-2: Typical maintenance or repairing periods for mechanical systems 
(Taloyhtio.net 2013). 
 
According to the table 4-2, the respondents were limited only for questions 2-5. 
When the limitation is added on the whole group of 44 respondents, the number of 
adequate respondents will decrease to 33 (75%) of respondants. This action made 
the research more simply to follow. Otherwise, if grouping would have been made 
according to the decades, analyzes would have been fragmented into very small 
groups. By grouping the respondents inside this limited group, the study can be 
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carried through in a reasonable time schedule and be clear for the readers. This 
limited group of respondents own houses that are built between 1940-1991.  
This limited group formed the basic group of the research and it was cross-
evaluated for executed and planned renovation projects. The number of figures 
was minimized to four: Each of the four renovation areas was analyzed according 
to executed and planned renovation projects. The survey was divided in two main 
renovation areas: external and internal renovations. The external renovation areas 
were the foundation and façade renovations, where internal renovations were the 
heating, ventilation, air condition (HVAC) and interior renovations.   
4.2 Market potential  
The first objective was to estimate different renovation market potentials. 
Objectives that needed to be studied were: 
 History and the future demands in the selected construction areas 
 What product or service areas can be seen as the most attractive in 
renovation? 
 Which customer segments are the most important now and in the near 
future? 
Questions 1-5 in the survey were estimating the answers to the sub-research 
questions. The questions were: 
1. When was your house built? 
2. What foundation renovations have been made or are planned? 
3. What facade renovations have been made or are planned? 
4. What HVAC renovations have been made or are planned? 
5. What interior renovations have been made or are planned? 
The answers were grouped, as figure 4-4 shows, for executed and planned 
renovation projects. As an analysis, the most executed foundation renovations 
were drainage and/or storm water system and base concrete surface.  
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This can be understood depending on those two renovations. Usually, when 
ground moisture has created some problems for house base or foundations, those 
two mentioned renovation types are executed as a repair. Radon system is usually 
installed after the measuring of the indoor radon-gas air level. This radon problem 
is mainly in Finland. The Lahti region is one of the worst areas for radon 
existence, because the ground gravel consists of a lot of radon gas. The knowledge 
of radon gas problems and harms has slowly increased the renovation level for 
protecting those disadvantages. The ground concrete lift or repair is caused more 
or less by construction mistakes, moisture problems, indoor air microbes and 
microorganisms. These renovations show quite low volumes in the next figure. 
 
 
Figure 4-4: House foundation renovations 
The house façade renovations can be seen to be slightly more appealing to 
consumers mind compared to foundation renovations (figure 4-5). This 
phenomenon can be explained partly because external surfaces of houses have to 
face lot of different and extreme weather conditions in Finland. Also, the total 
energy costs have been increased after the energy industry has raised their taxes 
and pricing according to political decisions. 
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The most executed façade renovations were the roof and window and/or door 
renewals. These parts of the houses have to stand through the most extreme 
weather conditions. According to the figure, the most comunly planned were those 
renovations, but also, the external wall insulation could also be a good choice 
according to the mentioned energy and cost saving targets in the future.  
 
Figure 4-5: House façade renovations 
The first internal renovation area, the HVAC renovations, has been attractive from 
the business perspective during the last several years (figure 4-6). Though, this 
renovation segment is listed as the most attractive business potential in media’s 
public discussion and topics, the planned activities seem to have a low percentage 
level. Even most companies have developed a new technology for replacing old 
and inefficient systems and promising energy or cost savings for their customers. 
The most executed renovations in this segment were hot/cold water pipes and heat 
source renewals. The hot/cold water pipe renewal can be partly explained 
according to the change of compensation methods from insurance companies. The 
companies have changed their attitude, regulations and compensation levels for 
water and moisture damages. One reason for high execution would most probably 
be the insurance fees, which will rise if a house has old pipes and high risk is 
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reunited to water damages (Yle uutiset 2013). The heat source renovation, 
especially ground heat pump renovation, has grown dramatically in Finland 
because of political decisions. The political decision was to economically support 
the consumers for changing their old oil burners and electricity systems to new 
energy efficient systems as the ground heat pumps. The ventilation and sewer 
renovation seems to be planned more than any other HVAC renovations. The 
public knowledge of moisture problems in indoor air might have raised 
consumers’ interest. The sewer renovation interest is probably increasing due to 
the common knowledge of the limited time expectation for those systems and the 
new technology achievements of sewer pipes’s coating inner surfaces. A special 
phenomenon can be seen from the figure: there are no planned renovations for 
heating pipes and radiators. Although those systems have long time expectancy, 
consumers should have renovation plans, taking into consideration the age of the 
respondents’ houses.           
 
Figure 4-6: HVAC renovations 
The second internal renovation area was interior renovations. This area can be 
seen as the most executed renovation area (figure 4-7). Usually, the bathroom and 
kitchen renovations are the most expensive internal renovations. Despite this 
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feature, the mentioned renovations were executed in 73% of respondents’ houses. 
Reason for the phenomenon might be a life cycle expectancy of kitchen furniture 
and trends in interior design. Even painting and decorating renovations have been 
executed; the questionnaire did not take into consideration the extent of the 
renovations. Flooring renewal does have some correlation for furniture and 
kitchen renovations, but had a surprisingly high Executed-percentage level.    
 
Figure 4-7: Interior renovations 
As a summary of market potentials: the planned renovations have a higher 
percentage level, if the renovation area is simple, easily designed and executed by 
consumers. These are usually interior and some façade renovation segments. For 
example, looking at HVAC renovations, the planned renovations had a lower 
percentage level. This occurrence can be explained through technical oriented 
issues, which might be too difficult for an ordinary house-owner.  
4.3 Consumers’ expectations and experiences 
The second objective was to evaluate consumers’ expectations, wishes, needs and 
planning experiences; as well as completed and executed renovation projects. For 
this part of the survey, all 44 respondents’ answers were included for the analysis. 
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The objectives that needed to be studied were: 
 What house owners wish from their renovation project and service 
companies. 
 What issues house owners appreciate in service situations.  
 What problems house owners have faced with service companies.  
 What kind of service concepts customers want. 
Questions 6-10 in the survey were estimating the answers to the above sub-
research question. The questions 6-8 had a five-point Likert scale options for 
answers: 
6. What do you hope from a service company while planning, purchasing 
and executing your renovation project? 
 A risk free payment schedule 
 A fast service 
 A home survey 
 Comprehensive solutions 
 An easy sales offer 
 Clear information from the website 
 Nice customer service 
 The accuracy of time tables 
 The quality of work 
 The accuracy of cost estimation 
 
7. What are the biggest problems during planning, purchasing and 
executing your renovation project? 
 Information research from the internet 
 Arrange for a home survey 
 The quality of websites 
 The quality of customer service 
 Getting offers from companies 
 The quality of execution 
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 The structure of pricing 
 The comparison between offers 
 The accuracy of time tables 
 Ambiquity in offers 
 The accuracy of cost estimations 
8. How would you prioritize the following factors, when choosing a 
renovation service company? 
 Finding a company with e.g. Google-search 
 The payment terms 
 The quality of company's website 
 Wide range of solutions 
 The fast offer treatment 
 The nationality of a company 
 The price level 
 The recommendations 
 The quality of customer service 
 The quality of products and quarantee 
 The accuracy of price estimation 
 The professionality of personnel 
9. What information channels do you use for comparing service providers? 
 Magazines 
 Other, (social media) 
 Construction fairs 
 Free-post advertising 
 Internet discussions 
 Hardware store services 
 Local newspaper 
 Professional Magazines 
 Internet search 
 Recommendations from other customers 
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10. Which communication channels would you prefer for acquiring sales 
offer and contact from a service provider? 
 Other (Social media) 
 With a letter 
 By phone 
 By a customer meeting 
 By email 
Question 6. What do you hope from a service company while planning, 
purchasing and executing your renovation project? According to the result 
(figure 4-8), the top three important issues were: the quality of work 4.73, the 
accuracy of the cost estimation 4.73 and the accuracy of timetables 4.61. All of 
those had been prioritized with numbers of fours and fives only. The next three 
were: nice customer service 4.30 and easy sales offer 4.20, following, clear 
information from the service provider’s website 4.20. Those had been prioritized 
with numbers from three to five. The rest four features were: comprehensive 
solutions 4.09, a home-survey 4.07, a fast service 4.05, and a risk free payment 
schedule 3.80. The results can be seen in figure 4-8.  
 
Figure 4-8: Prioritized list of consumers wishes of renovation projects. 
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As a summary, consumers wish most the quality of renovation and the accuracy of 
price estimation, accuracy of time estimations and pleasant customer services. The 
variation of average answer results was low. The result can be explained by 
typical customer requirements. Customers tend to pursuit and require a perfect 
service if the costs of the service is not a comparison feature, as it is in this case.     
Question 7. What are the biggest problems during planning, purchasing and 
executing your renovation project? The experienced problems during the 
renovation projects were discovered. Consumers have used or have heard that 
someone has used services that have been delivered without problems. Those 
problems were listed and prioritized as follows (figure 4-9): The first four were: 
Accuracy of cost estimations 3.73, Ambiguity in offers 3.68, Accuracy of the 
renovation time tables 3.66, and Comparison between offers 3.66. The next four 
were: Structure of pricing 3.57, Quality of execution 3.52, Getting offers 3.52, 
Quality of customer service 3.43. The final three were: Quality of websites 3.09, 
Arrange for a home-survey 2.86, and Information from the Internet 2.77.  
The results can be found in figure 4-9.  
 
Figure 4-9: Prioritized list of problems faced during renovation projects. 
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As a summary, the first six problems that are mentioned are linked to the 
customer’s economy-risk management. Overall, the average results of the answers 
were below four. The explanation to this remains unclear. 
Question 8. How would you prioritize the following factors, when choosing a 
renovation service company? The answers were prioritized as follows (figure 4-
10): Personnel’s professionalism 4.82, Price accuracy 4.73, Quality of products 
and guarantee 4.57, Quality of customer service 4.32, Recommendations 4.25, 
Price level of service 4.20, Company’s nationality 3.98, Fast offer 3.82, Wide 
range of solutions 3.80, Quality of company’s website 3.64, Payment terms 3.55, 
Finding a company by Google search 3.41.  
The results can be found in figure 4-10. 
 
Figure 4-10: Prioritized list of factors for choosing a service company. 
Findings from the results: the first four factors are linked to quality of service and 
products; as well as financial or warranty risks that consumers might face when 
choosing the service provider. These factors need to be assessed in terms of 
paying for financial inputs and obtaining experienced outputs. Usually, a 
consumer tries to get some recommendations from another customer’s experience 
with the particular company.     
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Question 9. What information channels do you use for comparing service 
providers? For this question, the respondents were able to choose multiple 
answers. The answers were prioritized as follows (figure 4-11): Recommendations 
from others 86%, Internet-search 73%, Professional Construction magazines 50%, 
Local newspaper 45%, Hardware-stores’ services 45%, Internet discussions 34%, 
Free-post advertising 30%, Construction fairs 30%, Other 11% and Magazines 
7%. The results are presented in figure 4-11. 
 
Figure 4-11: The most important information channels according the respondents. 
As already seen, the recommendations are the most important information channel 
while comparing the service providers. Internet, as a quite new information 
channel, was already prioritized as the second important channel. For example, 
the traditional marketing channels, like printed advertising and magazines, were 
not as popular as e-commerce through Internet. 
Question 10. Which communication channels would you prefer for acquiring 
sales offer and contact from a service provider? The respondents prefer 
communication by emails 89%, by customer meeting 57%, by phone 39%, by 
letter 11% and other (social media) 2%. The results are presented in figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12: The most important channels for communication according to the 
respondents. 
Finnish people are usually rather distant; the respondents strengthen this view 
even more. They like to be contacted distantly with emails for the mentioned 
reason, but also when it comes to getting a written document from a company.   
4.4 The respondents’ development proposals  
The third sub-research question was: How can services be developed in the 
future? Objectives that need to be studied were: 
 What kind of service concept would be suitable for most of them? 
 Are there any new tools to create new extra value for customers and 
companies? 
Questions 11 and 12 in the survey were estimating the answers in regards to the 
above sub-research question. The questions were designed to serve the researcher 
for developing of a new service model or concept.  
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11. Choose the most comfortable service path for your own renovation 
design. 
 A customer meeting 
 An estimation of price-offer 
 A preliminary survey 
 A sales offer 
 A sales agreement 
12. How would you describe an ideal renovation service? (This was an 
open-ended question) 
Question 11. Choose the most comfortable service path for your own renovation 
design. The question was optional and the answer rate was 98%. Only one person 
did not answer the question. The answer has multiple choices and all choices 
weren’t mandatory. The prioritized list was: Customer meeting 2.27, Preliminary 
price-offer 2.59, Preliminary survey 2.82, Sales offer 3.17 and Sales agreement 
3.83.  
The results are presented in figure 4-13. 
 
Figure 4-13: The most pleasant service path for service process according to the 
respondents. 
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This is rather a traditional path for service processes in business renovation. The 
respondents didn’t see any new ways to develop service process by prioritizing 
defined service touch points. 
Question 12. How would you describe an ideal renovation service? The question 
was open and optional for the respondents.  The number of respondents were 23, 
which was 52% of the total. Findings from the answers were: the descriptions 
were in line with the previous answers. The same expectations, hopes, wishes, 
problems, information and connecting channels, service paths were listed in those 
answers.  
4.5 Summary of results, findings and recommendations 
The consumer survey was designed and analyzed in accordance with the sub-
research questions. The first objective was to define and analyze market potential 
for single-house renovation businesses. According to the first five questions, both 
internal and external renovations have interesting market potentials.  
The second objective was to define and analyze the consumers’ expectations, 
experiences, needs, wants and problems to plan, compete and execute renovation 
projects. As a summary, consumers wish quality and the accuracy of services and 
timetables. Also, the highest prioritized problems are linked to economic risks, 
time management and comparing different renovation service offers. When 
choosing a service provider, the findings concentrated to the quality of service, 
products, financial and warranty risks. Those were the most important factors 
when comparing different companies. The recommendation for the service 
provider; the recommendations from other customers were the most important 
information channel while comparing the service providers. Internet, as a quite 
new information channel, was already prioritized as the second most important 
channel. In communication, the respondents liked to be contacted distantly with 
emails, but they also liked to get a written document from a company.   
The third objective was to develop a new service development process model 
concept for service providers. The answers for those questions did not give any 
new development ideas, but this was also as an expected result. According to the 
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literature review and the consumer research, a new service development process 
model can be roughly created.  
Recommendations for service development are: companies need to list their 
customers and design their service concepts in order to meet up to the customer’s 
requirements. The value proposition should benefit both customers and the 
company. The service process flow should be analyzed and simplified as much as 
possible. Extra service touch points will not increase the customer value. The new 
service offers should explain all the value aspects to the customers; even if they 
seem to be too obvious. The customers want to hear and see the obvious services 
that companies have to offer. Finally, the companies should design new service 
concepts to fulfill the unmet customer demands. New service concepts should 
reflect new customer behavior such as e.g. Internet and social media.   
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
As conclusion, the study objectives were achieved. At first, the market potential of 
single-house renovation businesses was defined. According to the research, there 
are and there will be attractive renovation market segments in Finland in the near 
future. Hence, companies should analyze constantly what their market segments 
are and make customer surveys. Companies should follow their existing market 
volumes or profits and compare those to new future megatrends in the renovation 
industry. New housing technology development or political decisions may support 
consumer activities for renovations. For example, national energy saving targets 
might start a new rising business segment. The need for service development 
should be evaluated and assessed if market analyses give any signals of change. 
The customer intimacy processes or customer oriented service models will help to 
shorten this reaction time assisting in the development-need evaluation.  
The second objective; the lists of private single-house owners’ wishes, challenges 
and problems to plan and complete; as well as executing renovation projects were 
prioritized according to respondents.  According to the research, the consumers 
want quality in services and risk free trading. They also use Internet and 
recommendations for comparing the service providers. The service design process 
might influence the company’s existing internal value chain to more customers. 
This needs to be accepted if companies want to change their customer service 
strategy for a more customer oriented model.  
The third objective; the service development possibilities were pointed out. 
According to the research, the customers have experienced poor service or at least 
know what kind of problems can be expected during renovation projects. This 
result should be reflected by the need for service development. When the need for 
a service development project is recognized, the company management should 
show their commitment to the service development work and link the work to the 
company strategy. This creates a bond between service and business targets 
among company’s employees. As stated, in service development, the customer 
value creation is the key factor. Hence, the result of the service development 
process should create a shared value to both customers and companies. This 
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usually might need some sort of simplification of internal value chain inside the 
company organizations. 
The fourth objective was to create a framework for process development by taking 
service and business development into account. Often in corporate management 
decisions, especially in big companies, service development projects may remain 
as an unclear situation compared to business development targets overall. For 
example, the managerial decision is to picture a SWOT of the company and 
segment their customers. Thus, the organization will follow the request and 
present their vision of the situation; the rest of the development process or linkage 
to the overall business targets can maybe leave without revealing from a 
management or a board. Hence, the commitment from an employee could remain 
in unsatisfaction towards the management. Even if, the target was to create a new 
service model or a concept, the irrelevant process development parts cannot create 
the big picture in the employees mind. Being just a member of the service 
development project group, might do not add employees’ commitment for the 
development project. The desired service development targets and link to business 
targets would be a critical issue to go through with employees that need to take 
their part of a service development project. 
As the main research question was designed: the target of the study was to create 
an understanding on how customer intimacy can help to develop renovation 
services and businesses. As the question states, the customer’s intimacy needs to 
be bonded to the service and business development. When looking back to this 
study, the literature review created the framework for a process flow of customer 
intimacy, service and business development. Even, the list of theoretical issues 
can be seen as a rough version; the connection between those two development 
areas can be connected to customer intimacy. 
The final result of the study can be drawn and simplified as follows: the three 
questions… what to sell, whom to sell, how to sell; can be placed as main titles of 
a development process. Under those titles, the literature review issues can be 
divided accordingly to the question. This will create three main titles with study 
objectives for service and business development. The result of executing those 
objectives should form a business plan to be evaluated.  
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As a summary of conclusion, the customer intimacy in service operations will 
automatically lead companies to seek out for new and more efficient or profitable 
business models. For example, new more efficient or profitable service concepts 
can be developed by new technologies, like the Internet.  
The evaluation of reliability is a key part of the scientific research. The research is 
subject to certain norms and values to which it should aspire. The reliability of the 
key concepts has traditionally been the reliability and validity in assessing the 
reliability of the measurement of quantitative research. 
Reliability perceptions and validity concepts in the qualitative research’s 
suitability may vary. Some researchers apply the traditional concepts of the 
qualitative research; some of the terms that have been developed are better 
suitable for qualitative research and content while others have abandoned their old 
concepts and created entirely new terms of tools to assist in the evaluation (Eskola 
& Beck 2000). In any case, it is clear that qualitative research validity and 
reliability can’t be assessed in the same way as quantitative (Mäkelä, 1990; Eskola 
& Beck 2000). 
There might be a good idea to point out some critical issues concerning the 
questionnaire design. The questionnaire didn’t separate any time measures for 
executed and planned renovations. If the time measure would have been included 
on the questions, the results and analyses would have been more detailed and 
perhaps ratios between executed and planned would have been differed. For 
example, if the questions would have an option: how long time ago did you 
renovate... or when you are planning to renovate… the results would have been 
more informative. According to the answers, the respondents weren’t so eager to 
plan their future renovations for a long-time period. As a validity summary, the 
study could be repeated with the same kind of results. 
For future researches, the time-measured analysis would give more detailed level 
information and ratios between executed and planned renovations. Also, the 
renovation segments would be good to limit and choose only internal or external 
renovations. This would narrow the research and give more useful information of 
selected renovation business segments. Furthermore, new market entry-launch 
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technics for new service concepts would be good to be analyzed. There are many 
new possibilities and technologies inside the Internet about e.g. retargeting and 
personalized marketing.   
According to the service design model of Tuulaniemi (2011), the planning of 
service concepts or prototypes, the producing of pilot service concepts and 
launches, the controlling and systematic improving of services can also be seen as 
attractive for further research. Those issues are a natural continuation to this 
study. Also, the presented rough model of combining service and business 
development in the process model would be good to be evaluated and designed in 
a more sophisticated and simplified version.     
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1  
1. Milloin talonne on rakennettu? 
 
2. Mitä perustusremontteja taloonne on tehty tai on suunnitteilla? 
 
3. Mitä julkisivuremontteja taloonne on tehty tai on suunnitteilla? 
 
4. Mitä LVIS-remontteja taloonne on tehty tai on suunnitteilla? 
 
5. Mitä sisustusremontteja taloonne on tehty tai on suunnitteilla? 
 
6. Mitä toivot kotisi remonttien suunnittelun, hankinnan ja toteutuksen osalta? 
 
7. Mitkä ovat mielestäsi suurimmat ongelmat remonttien suunnittelun, hankinnan 
ja toteutuksen osalta? 
 
8. Kuinka tärkeänä pidätte seuraavia tekijöitä valitessanne remonttia myyvää 
yritystä? 
 
9. Mitä tiedonhankintakanavia käytätte palveluja vertaillessa? 
 
10. Mitä seuraavista kanavista suositte tarjouksen saannissa ja yhteydenpidossa? 
 
11. Valitse omasta mielestäsi miellyttävin palvelupolku remontin suunnitteluun. 
 
12. Kuinka kuvailisit täydellisen remonttipalvelun? 
 
 
APPENDIX 2 
 
1. When your house was built? 
2. What house foundation renovations have been made or are planned? 
3. What house facade renovations have been made or are planned? 
4. What HVAC renovations have been made or are planned? 
5. What interior renovations have been made or are planned? 
6. What do you hope from a service company while planning, purchasing and 
execution your renovation project? 
7. What are the biggest problems during planning, purchasing and execution your 
renovation project? 
  
8. How would you prioritize the following factors, when choosing a renovation 
service company? 
9. What information channels do you use for comparing service providers? 
10. Which communication channels would you prefer for acquiring sales offer and 
contact from a service provider? 
11. Choose the most comfortable service path for your own renovation design. 
12. How would you describe an ideal renovation service? 
